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OVERVIEW
COMPANY GLOBAL RANK:
Forbes Cloud 100
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USA
INDUSTRY:
Software Development

IMPLEMENTATION

OVERVIEW
SCOPE:
Enterprise
SEATS:
500 - 1000
FRAMEWORK:
SAFe
TEAM TOOL:
Jira
LEVEL:
Enterprise

AgileCraft is the only platform
built for agile at scale. Visit us at
www. agilecraft.com or
twitter.com/theagilecraft

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

RESULTS

Lack of visibility and control into Release
Train status. Limited visibility into the teams’
work progress made dependency management extremely difficult.

With Jira team data flowing through
AgileCraft, visualization of dependencies
between the teams and release trains became
instant, simple and easy.

Dependencies are now actively managed via
dashboards and real-time collaboration.

Inconsistent Agile practices and Jira usage
across the teams. Scaled Agile was the
framework of choice, however, there was no
clear path to adoption and successful SAFe
implementation.

The AgileCraft JET tool identified the current
practices that would impact the ability to
effectively scale Agile. as well as actions to
improve the Jira configuration to support
consistency of Agile practices across the
teams.

Inefficient manual reporting and status
tracking. Comprehensive, accurate product
roadmaps could not be delivered and status
reports
always
contained
outdated
information.

By having all their data in an integrated
platform (Jira + AgileCraft), they could better
prioritize key initiatives, and automatically
produce accurate, up-to-date roadmaps.

Changes that impact the delivery of epics and
their associated stories in Jira now
automatically notify impacted teams when
risks are introduced. The enterprise is now
able to configure hierarchies above the team
level.
C-level executives now have access to
accurate, self-service, real-time status reports.
Product roadmaps are now easily produced for
both internal and external stakeholders while
being connected to live data.

BENEFITS
REDUCE MANUAL EFFORT
Don’t spend big money trying to get data from
multiple systems in order to compile rolled-up
reports by hand. Automatically harmonize reporting
at scale.

HOW: Real-time enterprise reporting and
analytics, Business Intelligence integration.

SEAMLESS JIRA SETUP
AND INTEGRATION
Clean up, align and ready your team data using
specialized tools and services that ensure a secure
and simple transfer.

HOW: AgileCraft’s Jira Export Tool (JET),
AgileCraft services Solutions Architects.

SUCESSFULLY ROLL OUT SAFe
Drive operational excellence with SAFe , using out
of the box support for scaled agile process to
dramatically improve likelihood of success.

HOW: Purpose-built for SAFe. Strong WSFJ
support, theme management, Risk ROAMing,
ART budgeting, SAFe metrics.

